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Abstract
Assembly sequence planning (ASP) is an NP-hard problem that involves finding the most optimum sequence to assemble a

product. The potential assembly sequences are too large to be handled effectively using traditional approaches for the

complex mechanical product. Because of the problem complexity, ASP optimization is required for the efficient com-

putational approach to determine the best assembly sequence. This topic has attracted many researchers from the computer

science, engineering, and mathematics background. This paper presents a review of the research that used soft computing

approaches to solve and optimize ASP problem. The review on this topic is important for the future researchers to

contribute in ASP. The literature review was conducted through finding related published research papers specifically on

ASP that used soft computing approaches. This review focused on ASP modeling approach, optimization algorithms and

optimization objectives. Based on the conducted review, several future research directions were drawn. In terms of the

problem modeling, future research should emphasize to model the flexible part in ASP. Besides, the consideration of

sustainable manufacturing and ergonomic factors in ASP will also be the new directions in ASP research. In addition, a

further study on new optimization algorithms is also suggested to obtain an optimal solution in reasonable computational

time.

1 Introduction

In the current global market, efficient product assembly

becomes vital in assuring the consistency and quality of

products [1]. During the final assembly process, the

assembly agent will put the component into fixture

depending on recommended order. The order of the

assembly process is determined prior to the mass produc-

tion. The process to determine the order of assembly is

known as assembly sequence of products. Most of the

researchers determine the assembly sequences based on

assembly constraints in a certain product. This condition is

due to some merits contained in certain acquirement of

assembly constraints [2].

The efficiency and quality of the assembled products are

related with manufacturing cost. In assembly, over 40% of

manufacturing costs and up to 50% of the total production

are spent into it [3]. Optimization in the production is

important to determine the cost effectiveness. Besides, the

optimization in assembly helps in upgrading the product

quality and reduces steer time and manufacturing cost of

product [4]. The optimal assembly sequences must satisfy

the assembly process constraints. In this case, the con-

straints need to be well modeled to ensure the feasibility of

the assembly sequences during assembly process. The

entire model constraints bring good effects to the results

and vice versa [5].

Assembly optimization plays an important role in a

manufacturing system. Assembly optimization occurs in

several phases such as design, planning, trial, and mass

production stages. In a larger context, the assembly opti-

mization during the planning stage has the largest influence

on the overall system efficiency. Furthermore, the findings

from the optimization in the planning stage will determine

how much money will be invested for a particular assembly

plant. An effective assembly plan helps to improve lead-

time, production cost, and also product success [6].

One of the assembly optimization activities during the

planning stage is assembly sequence planning (ASP).

According to [7], ASP refers to the possible assembly

sequences produced on the foundation of assembly
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